MASSACHUSETTS PROMISED TO FREE ETTOR AND GIOVANNITTI. MAKE THEM DO SO.

LIBERTY IS DEAD IN SAN DIEGO

AUTHORITIES OF SAN DIEGO COMMITTEE CALL MURDERED WORKER ETTOR KILLER BUT WANT WAGE FROM FIRE HIDE AND MEXICO.

San Diego, March 28, 1915.

To the "Worker":

I shall try to give an accurate account of some of the events here during the past few hours, but shall be unable, for the same reason that has been verified by numerous witnesses, to give any complete account.

The committee of the San Diego laborers, represented by Commissioner Kibbey and J. H. Dyer, and the workers in general, are now engaged in a lawful strike against the San Diego Electric Company for higher wages and better working conditions.

William Ettor was murdered yesterday morning in his room at the hotel. Police and detectives have been working on the case all day, and it is expected that the murderer will be arrested shortly.

SOLIDARITY SHOWN IN MILL STRIKE

The great mill strike spreading in Rayond and south to the bank below

Pico, February 10, 1915. (By Special Wire from Boquimab.)

The strike at the mill in the town of Boquimab is moving rapidly. The workers have already shown a willingness to fight for their rights, and the company is determined to put an end to the strike as soon as possible.

RAYMOND RAIDS HALLS AND DEPORTS STRIKERS

(Raymond, February 10, 1915.)

Raymond raid has begun in full force. The company has occupied the halls of the strikers and deported many of them. The workers are determined to fight for their rights, and the company is determined to put an end to the strike as soon as possible.

BIG L. W. STRIKE ON CANADIAN NORTHERN

By Special Wire from St. Louis.

Linton, B. C., March 30.

Strike of 5000 workers on the Canadian Northern from Hope in Kamloops.

The strike is now in full swing, and the company is determined to put an end to it as soon as possible.

SHALL ETTOR AND GIOVANNITTI GO FREE?

There is a question that is being put up to the public now, and we must do our best to answer it.

The trial of Ettor and Giovannitti is in the closing stages of the investigation.

Let the present trial be seen to the government as a fair trial.

How did the strike grow?

The strike began as a result of the murder of Ettor and Giovannitti.

There are those who say that the government is trying to cover up the truth of the matter.

Let the press tell the people the truth of the matter.

There are those who say that the government is trying to cover up the truth of the matter.

Let the press tell the people the truth of the matter.

(Continued on page 2.)
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